
Coronavirus - Information Sheet

What do we know about this virus?

Coronavirus is a virus believed to come from contact with animals carrying the virus in a seafood market in 
han.    If contracted it leads to a seriouWu s form of pneumonia.  The virus has rapidly spread from personal 

contact and has led to thousands being infected with many infections leading to fatality. 

Coronavirus falls into the family of enveloped virus, lipid or medium size viruses. Other more familiar 
viruses in this family are Herpes, HIV and Ebola Virus.

Enveloped viruses by definition offer the least resistance to germicidal chemicals of microorganisms. They 
are less resistant to vegetative bacteria such as p. Aeruginosa, s. Aureus and Salmonella, the first two of 
which are challenge tested in the TGA Hospital Grade Disinfection protocol. The WHO organisation has 
not indicated that a “novel” type of disinfectant is required, but rather stated that where facilities are
handling this infection “Cleaning environmental surfaces with water and detergent and applying commonly 
used hospital disinfectants (eg Sodium Hypochlorite) is an effective and sufficient procedure.”

Disinfection against Coronavirus

Chemical Safety Training
General Safety Rules for Chemical Usage

� ��Always�consider�ALL�chemicals�as�potentially�Hazardous

��Always�be�familiar�with�the�label�directions�and�SDS�before��using�any�product

��Confirm�chemical�selection�by�verifying�physical�properties�as�listed�in�section�9�of�SDS

  NEVER�mix�chemicals�with�anything�other�than�water

  NEVER�manually�decant�chemicals

��Always�wear�Personal�Protective�Equipment�(PPE)�as�per�section�8�of�SDS,�when�handling�chemicals

Chemical labels can have a number of different hazard pictograms, depending on their hazardous nature.
Here�are�some�that�you�may�see-

�
To�identify�and�understand�what�each�one�means,�always�refer�to�section�2�of�SDS�before�use.

‘DANGER’�and�‘WARNING’

Product Label Information

Veridia’s�
Brand

Area�CodePictogram

Product
Name

As noted previously no germicide challenge tests have been completed yet for this strain of coronavirus. 
Hence no germicide can make any “kill” claim. However, in this interim period, “best possible” sanitisation 
is still required and based on what is described above about the coronavirus types we are confident the 
germicides which pass the TGA Hospital Grade Disinfection test and Sodium Hypochlorite solutions are 
excellently equipped to safeguard your facility against contamination resulting from contact with inanimate 
surfaces.

This  anti-bacterial Detergent meets the above disinfection 
requirements referred to and should be used as follows:

Veridia's H44 Chlorinated detergent has a high available chlorine content and 
excellent detergency, giving this thickened product the ability to not only 
clean, and kill bacteria but stay on the job longer especially on vertical surfaces.

Which sanitising product should I use?

Dilute 1:24 (2500ppm Chlorine) 
Dwell time of at least 10 mins
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